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Left - Brian: An MRI Scan showing a brain implant
Middle - Robert Naeslund: A brain implant being removed; scar after surgery.
Right - Ed Kats and Family: Two implants in Jay Kats' brain.
More Implants:
Blanche Chavoustie

Janine Jones

Tracey Mitchell

We have added Totally Anonymous, Untraceable
Questionnaire
for Mind Control/Electronic Harassment
PERPETRATORS
Please fill it out and answer our questions.
Survivors if you want to submit your personal account DO NOT USE THE FORM ABOVE
Go to the Submit Page And fill out the form there.
I Can not add personal account sent from the above form and I also can not respond to
any questions using that form.
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Key Pages: The Five Sections of the MCF
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Archive Contents
■ Documents: From Various Sources
■ Documents: From Victims / Survivors
■ Articles: From Magazines / Newspapers
■ CKLN-FM Canada Mind Control Series
■ Letters between victims, their supporters, and authorities
■ MKULTRA: Declassified Documents Over 300 pages
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What's New at the MCF - keep up with new additions
Subscribe to Announcement list for updates
Important announcements.
Current accounts, developments, revelations, and goings on.
Current Activism and Conferences
Upcoming Conferences You can submit and event to be added.
Past Conferences
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US Patents:Interesting Information
Pictures of Implant Areas on the body
Svali Speaks On line Book Lots of Informatmion.

Resources Contents
■ Helpful online documents and
■ lists of printed resources for researching
■ Links to important web sites
■ MindNet Document Archive
■ Online document archives - collections
■ Organizations
Free Email Accounts Provided by MCF
Radio / Alternative News Sources
Napa Sentinel Mind Control Series
Add links relevant to this site
MCF Message Board
Web Ring for Mind Control Sites
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Search Mind Control Fourm
Search Canadian Mind Control Radio Series
Search Hambones' Archives
Search Mind Net Archive
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Other great search sources

Victims
■
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Victims Many first-hand personal accounts by the victims of mind control many with
introductions.
Perhaps the most dramatic section of the site.
Tribute Page for Mind Control Victims
E-mail Contact by areas
A guest map to see location of other victims.
To add your account go to the submit form.
To update your email or website go here

NOTE: This is the main site for Mindcontrolforums.com I have seen pages listing the
mirror site which is heart7.net/mcf it's only mirrored there in case this site ever has problems
again. So Please if you are going to link our page use the url of mindcontrolforums.com You
can mention the other one as a mirror site in case this one goes down. It's for a back up and
that only. There may be some other soon and they will be listed here also. Thanks so much
for being here and our site.
Contents

Take this survey to see if you are being targetted with current-day
psycho-electronic technology
Tribute Page for Mind Control Victims
Please take a moment of your time to read this and take our poll?
Send your feedback Survivors / Victims If you want to add your
personal experience use the Submit Page
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Click on a Headline to be taken to Article. Powered by iRESiST.com

Introducing the Mind Control Forum
Maintained by Heart

HI, I would like to introduce myself. I am Heart I manage the Mind
Control Forum on behalf of MTC Online Forums. Mind Control Forum
has undergone some changes since its' beginnings. You can read about
that in Ed Light's statement below and the Message from MTCs'
founder Carrie Dawn.
I first came across this site a few years ago and could not believe the
wealth of information here. I have read all of the CKLN-FM radio
series, it has been very useful to me learning and knowing about mind control with Ritual abuse survivors.
Reading other articles that are posted here also gives allot of inside information that can help survivors to
heal from the trauma that has been inflicted.
Adding new information and accounts will take at least 24 hours when you submit your account, when I
am done putting up the information, I will email you and let you look at it to see if any corrections need to
be made. If you have submitted an account and have not heard anything from me for a couple of days
please email, and let me know. If you use the any of the forms on the site for your information, please until
you hear from me, keep a copy of this to save you time if the form did not work properly. A suggestion I
would make is to write out what you would like to have put up and save it as a text, and then when you are
ready you can copy and paste it to the form.
When you submit or update your personal accounts will you please state at the beginning of you
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information or your introduction, whether this information can be placed else where on the web, or if it's
exclusive to Mind Control Forums' site. This is not only to protect this site but you as well making sure
that you requests will be respected. This site has gone down because of copyright infringement and that is
something we would like to avoid in the future
All materials are written and published on this site are owned by the people that send them in. We do not
have the time to verify everything that published in the personal accounts, or information. We do not doubt
the truth of what survivors have sent in for publication.
When there are new personal accounts, updates or changes of information (emails / contact information or
websites) please use the submit page or the email section (this if for email and web site updates) and send
the updated information. In addition, I would like to request that you join our mailing list is used for
updates to the site when new information is added. This is not a condition to have your personal
experience placed on our site, it's just to inform you of changes that have been made, and it will also
connect you to other victims from the site.
In addition, I would ask that your email is always current. I understand that changes in circumstances do
happen that is why Mind Control Forum created a free email, which you may be use for just a contact
point. That way any that may want to contact you, they can, and I will always be able to contact you. This
email is free and secure.
When victims would like to have their personal accounts taken down, I would ask that some identification
also sent along with the request. Anyone can write to request that a personal account removed from the site
so for everyone's safety please have the identifications accompany the requests.
People write me and ask questions and most of the time, I am unable to give them an answer. I do not have
the knowledge about any medical procedures, or Dr's that does removal of implants. I also do not know of
any Lawyers or any legal assistance that I can direct you. The best that I can do for you is direct you to
support email groups, people there will be able to assist you better than I. That will also give you contact
with other victims. As sad as it is to say many professional in the field of health care have a difficult time,
believing this is going one with anyone. As for a therapist, they cannot really help with the electronic
harassment and torture that people endure. For the people that have endured mind control mixed with
ritual abuse it is the same thing.

Mind Control Forums' Future
There has been a great deal of changes done with Mind Control Forum since I have been managing the
site. I guess you could call me a power researcher. I will find something of interest and then I start finding
more, it is almost a never-ending search.
There are still changes I would like to see happen to our site. Such as, what are we doing about the
circumstances? Do you have any thing that has helped you, and that you would like to share with others?
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Do you have any legal proceedings, protests or any activists' movements going or are in the works, and
how are they going?
One common ground that many Victims of Mind Control have, whether it is by some kind of electronic
means or psychological, is that we need to come together and let others know that they are not alone.
There is an old saying about strength comes in numbers lets get our numbers together and find our
strength.
I have been incorporating the psychological, and ritualistic abuse done from some alleged government
levels. There has always been a type of separation with each other's circumstances and we need to remedy
that and bring them both together. Multiplicity in many cases is because of trauma that victims have
received because of alleged covert government torture, just as with the other types of electronic
harassments. Many have had implants for different reasons.
I need your help with this. Placed in a section that would be easily available for everyone to look at and
join just as with some of our other sections. This is your site I just manage it, lets all make it a site that will
show all our differences and sameness.
I am not able to verify every place or person but I am aware that there are people doing something illegally
to all the victims. There are some things that each may be able to do, in their own ways, to bring this to the
notice of the public, and finding people that would like to join in a campaign.
Listings of addresses, email and sites that can be wrote to as some type of media campaign. People that
may be sympathetic to our causes and help us to fight this battle though other means. These can include
newspapers, magazines, radio, broadcasting stations, lawyers, and places in our government.
Contents

Read about MCF's Founder and Beginnings Here
Feb 09, 2002
This is Edmund J. Light, creator and first webmaster of the "Mind Control Forum" web site.
At a time when I thought I was the only electronically tortured mind control victim, I heard
an interview with mind control author Walter Bowart on Pacifica radio station KPFK in Los
Angeles, California.
I joined WB's organization, the Freedom of Thought Foundation, and started the web site as
the FTF site.
However WB suggested that I do it independently, which I did for a couple of years.
Eventually there were something like 80 victims' accounts on the site, and the E-mail I was
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getting overwhelmed me, so I had to quit.
Fortunately, Carrie Dawn of MTC took over the webmaster duties and eventually handed
them over to "Heart7." These are the only people I authorize to work on the site, especially
since so many victims have entrusted their accounts to it.
The original url of the MCF, www.mk.net/~mcf, now refers visitors to Heart7's MCF site.
- Ed Light mcf@mk.net
Contents

Book Store
The Books listed here are not just about Psychotronic mind control, but other forms of mindcontrol and
abuse. Many victims of Ritual Abuse are also victims of mindcontrol, and they may be MPD/DID so
books with information are included in the listings. In addition, there are book listings about sexual abuse.
The results of these actions by other people can be devastating on their lives. When abuse is done, it is
done. One recovery may not work for all so there are alternatives for everyone. I have listed some books
and there is more coming. If any of you that read information books that you think should be listed here,
please let me know so they can be added to our listings. If you have published a book on any of these
topics and would like a listing on our lists please email me and I will get them added to our book list and
book review page. There is so much out there to find out information and others should know about it.
We are in the Associates program with Amazon and the proceeds from sales will go to keeping this site up
and active. Clicking on a link to purchase a book, or doing a search will help this site out. You can
purchase any book from here by searching in the box.
Thank you so much for being here and taking the time to look around. If you purchase any thing from this
site, I want to thank you now for doing that. All sales are private and secure.
Listed here are some book searches, for out-of-print, used, rare or hard to find books. Some of these links
are search forms that all you need to do is put in the title. There are some very good book stores that are
not always listed as I find those I will place them here.
●
●
●
●
●
●

Elephant Books
Used book Centeral
Powells Books
Book Closeouts
Abebooks
Add All
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Alibris
Bibliology
Hidden Mysteries
Searchable Booksites
Searchable booksites 2
Out of print Book Search Services
Used books for sale

You may wish to join an email review list, which covers all types of media. Those members can send in
their reviews on various medias to share with other survivors. If you would care to join just enter your
email in the form below.
Subscribe to srareviews
enter email address

Powered by groups.yahoo.com
This list is for all types of Media Reviews:
Books, Magazines, TV Shows, Movies, Radio
Reviews will be related to Activites of Mind Control

Survivors / Victims Lending Library
Many victims have a limited income and some of these publications are expensive. I have been working
on providing a survivors' lending library, where they can borrow the book with only the cost of shipping
and handling. If any of you are considering getting rid of your books please consider donation to this
endeavor, also if you are going to publish a new one please consider a donation of two copies to this
library. The reason that I am asking for two copies is if someone does borrow a book and it is not returned
there will still be a copy available until another one can be purchased. Book galleys will also be accepted.
I also maintain a wish list at Amazon of books that I would like to add to the library. You can view that
here
Also, if any one has books they want to be rid of please let me know, by emailing me at heart@heart7.net
with books in the subject line.
Contents
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This Mind Control Forum site
is owned by Heart.
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Powered by RingSurf!
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Networking with Other Victims and Getting Support
Networking with peers and building a support system is an important part of our healing. In most areas of
the countries, they do not have support groups that cover these issues. I have gathered some of the support
groups and listed them, you can read about them and join if you would care to.
I have also gathered some organizations and activist in these fields. These are located on our Resource
Page section for organizations offering help.
We have compiled a list of media links that contains some radio broadcasting for alternative new, also
there are links to news paper links of alternative news. In addition to those mentioned already, I have
added links to magazines that I believe are a good source of information. Those I have included on our
Resource page also. If you know of any I would like to have the links and add them with the others.
In the future, I would like to see placed on our site a list of legal sources and medical sources that are
sympathetic to our issues. If any of you have any information that we could add to the page please let me
know. Any suggestions are always welcome. I do know that there are not many in this field, and if they are
they keep it quite because they could also be targeted. I know it's not cause they don't want to help, they
need to do this for their own safety.
Listed below are some email groups that I feel are good sources of contact, and reference. Also, on another
page I have listed other email support groups

There are two email list for the Mind Control Forums Web site.
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Click to subscribe to mcforums

mcforums is open for the general
public.
No approval is needed to join this one.

mindcontrolfourm is a private list for
victims approval is needed.
Click to join mindcontrolforum

Click to subscribe to Deprogramming

Discussion List for RA/MC Survivors
(Application letter required to be
accepted)

The lists that are run and managed by MTC does not allow for attachments, or the use of html formating.
This is done for a number of reason, one to protect users from unwanted attachments and to help conserve
space for the archives.
There is one offical Message Board for the Web site located
http://pub151.ezboard.com/bmindcontroldiscussionforum
If you ever have any questions for the owner/moderator of your list you can always address and email to
them. mcforums-owner@yahoogroups.com mindcontrolforum-owner@yahoogroups.com
List Name Mind Control (MC)
Purpose: Mind control and psyops
Website URL: http://www.sonic.net/~west/mc/listrules.htm
List Type: Unmoderated discussion
Subscription: Requires owner approval
Archive: Readable by subscribers only
Owner: Wes Thomas
To Join: mc-subscribe@topica.com
Contents

Navigating the MCF Site
The Navigational bar below will be on the bottom of pages.
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Home Archives News Resources Victims
Search Web Ring Contact Our
Disclaimer Fair Use
© 1995-2003 Heart, MTC Online Forums, and Survivors.
Nothing can be copied with out permission
This Page Last Updated:

Contents

Submitting Material for Publication
Mind control victims and supporters, and other interested parties to have your accounts or announcements
published here you may use the submit page, for any website, email updates you can use update form on
the email contact page.
I would like it just to be a simple text file. I would suggest that you write out what you would like to say
and make sure it is free of spelling errors.
Make sure that you save your text just in case the form does not work properly. I have not had any
problems with it, but you all know how things go on the internet. Then you can simply copy and paste it
into the form. You can supply any documents, graphics or links to web site that you would like to be
included. Those would need to be sent by direct email to me, at heart@heart7.net. I will not censor your
personal choice of wording, but I do ask that it not be extremely graphic in its content if it involves sexual
abuse. This will be for everyone's' safety. Some submission have been including addresses and personal
telephone numbers, as a warning I would be careful of putting to much personal information on any site.
We all know how the perps can be. So, if you would like this published on the site I will just make sure
that you let me know this is what you want.
In addition, Please include a separate short introduction I can use, to place on the victims introduction page
to point to your article / account.
If you ever want it to be removed for any reason there needs to be some kind of identification, so I will not
be taking down something just on someone's word. Perps try to do things like that to tear down the site and
I want to keep things up and protected, not only for the site but also for you the survivors.
Please also state that we have permission to publish your information. Also, note if you want your email
address available to others and if anyone has the right to republish your account at other places on the web
with out contacting you directly. Some of the reasons this site had gone down from time to time are for
copyright violations. If there are violations, they will shut down the site quickly. I try to keep every thing
current on my computer as it and then I can upload it to where ever I need to get it back up and running.
SO PLEASE state the aforementioned in your introduction.
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I will try to answer all emails! I will try to do as much as I can. If you are in contact about sending
something and I do not get back to you, please send me a reminder. I always do victims' accounts
immediately no matter what. Normally I put it on right away. Away unless a person goes off to redo it and
never gets back.
Thanks for visiting, and check back often!
Contents

Donations
Some people have inquired sending in donations to help support the site. This is much appreciated and I've
set something up though Pay Pal this is a free service. You need to register to use, that's also free. It will
save the time for mailing. You can go to the site and read about it and if you decide you want to donate
you can click on the logo below for a direct link to the account. You may click on the logo below to do
this and it's usually done in one business day. If you need to send my regular mail you will need to contact
me for the address. All information is private. I don't receive any account information when donations are
made though paypal. All I receive is a letter stating a email address of who send in the donation.

Contents

MCF Handouts
The first handout is at Eleanor White's [Raven] web site and promotes both that site and the MCF. It's a
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great piece of art work and worth seeing. You can print it out and distribute it.
The MCF's own handout a web page incorporating the top of this Home Page and the table of contents.
It's available in two forms. You can load it from here and print it: handout.htm.
I am in the process of working on some new flyers, that will be listed here and on the resource page.
Contents

Downloading the site
●

Mind Control Forum
Mind Control Forum will no longer be offer as a download.
The site size is to large for an easy download even in a zip file. I can provied this on a CD for off
line viewing. The cost to cover this expense will be $10.00. Please use the PayPal button above for
this. There will be a place that you can put where you would like this shipped. Checks and credit
cards are accepted, if you would like the CD but don't have either of these you can write and
arrangements can be made, any questions you can write to heart@heart7.net. In addition, on this cd
will be some news articles and what mkultra documents that I have at this time.

●

Mindnet Still Available for download here

●

CKLN-FM Radio Series Still Available for download here

Contents
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Our site was nominated for the webby awards.
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